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Think of the CE Pro High Impact Products (CHIPs) of the year as sort of like

the “People’s Choice Awards.” It’s not some nameless academy that picks the

winners; it’s the people.

In this case, it’s the folks who use the products — the integrators — that tell

us what had a significant impact on their businesses versus what was just a lot of

marketing hype. We rely on our integrator readers to let us know what products

saved them time, won them clients and, basically, made them money in 2007.

Those are the parameters.

Products can be super-sophisticated or exceedingly simple. This year’s winners

range from elaborate multiroom audio/video controllers to practical label-makers.

Unlike other “Best of” contests, we don’t’ bench-test products and we don’t

select devices based on cool feature sets. Instead, we pick the ones that dealers

have sold, installed and generally thrived on throughout the year.

The CHIPs winners are products that shipped on or about September 2006

through August or September 2007 — products that have been around long

enough to convince dealers that they’re winners.

Don’t see your favorites here? Join our online CHIPs discussion at

www.cepro.com/chips2007.

Crestron tops the list of integrators’ favorite gear for 2007.
edited by Tom LeBlanc
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Each year, the editors pick one company among the
CE Pro High Impact Product award nominees as the
Innovator of the Year. This year, Crestron dealers

made the choice relatively easy by sending hoards of recommen-
dations for various products.

Two Crestron products stand out: the TPMC-8X WiFi
Touchpad and the AMS-AIP Media System.

The TPMC-8X launched as a replacement for the TPMC-
10. It’s a WiFi tablet with a full Windows XP operating system
and 1.5 GB of memory, offering high-speed performance in a
slim form factor.

Perhaps its most compelling PC feature is its ability to inte-
grate traditional PC functionality, including Yahoo! Widgets,
into a touchscreen control environment. Despite its PC charac-
teristics, it’s designed as an audio/video control panel. The hard
buttons, for example, are optimized for home control.

“The feature content for the price is unmatched,” says Charlie
White of AVDomotics, Sedona, Ariz. “One wireless touchpanel

that can control every aspect of a home, and in many cases,
replace the client’s personal computer completely is great.”

White adds that the profit margin is good and installation is
straight-forward.

The AMS-AIP, meanwhile, combines high-definition home
theater control and audio distribution into one integrated com-
ponent. It delivers 100 watts into seven channels, adds DTS and
Dolby decoding, Audyssey MultEQ equalization and video
source switching. Integrators like the 10 audio inputs, six built-
in tuners and multiroom audio processor. It’s also good for con-
necting to Crestron control devices, thermostats, dimmers and
shade controllers.

Steve Vickers of Newport Audio & Video, Newport Beach,
Calif., says the AMS-AIP saves time and rack space. “[It] has
the ability to take care of the main zone sound, background
music and control processor all in one neat, compact and nice
looking unit.”
www.crestron.com
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